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SOME SUPPOSED GUN FLINT SITES.

BY R. H. CHANDLER.

Read at Norwich, March 12th, 1917.

In 1909 I found, near the crest of the North Downs above
Eynsford, several unshapely pieces of flint showing signs of having
been flaked.

The flint is spicular and of a pale honey colour, some pieces
quite unpatinated,* but others very slightly patinated and with
occasional flecks of siliceous high glaze. Judging from the appear-
ance of the cortex, the flint has come from the clay-with-flints
which caps the chalk in this neighbourhood.

Practically every piece of honey coloured flint to be found here
bears a bulb or a bulb hollow, and none but the honey-coloured
flint has been worked.

The site is in a narrow strip of woodland about 20 ft. deep, and
just below the crest of the North Downs. It is in the bank of
" hill-wash " formed by these trees that rabbits have burrowed
and thrown up the flints under description. These flints have been
shown to several collectors but the shapes are so crude and, appar-
ently, purposeless that I could get no suggestions as to their use,
or information about comparable finds.

In 1916 I found another site yielding a similar kind of work-
manship and, on comparing the examples with the collection from
the first site, it was possible to make out a definite type and to
suggest their use.

This site is about if miles distant from the first and just
outside, and below, a small coppice on the crest of the Downs
overlooking a dry Chalk .Valley.

The flints here have been derived directly from the chalk and
are black, with bluish patination on the worked faces.

On the same day another site was found about £ mile distant
from the second, but this time in the dry valley bottom. It appeared
that the turf had been removed recently, thus exposing the under-
lying flints. The flints here are black and derived from the chalk,
some being very slightly patinated. They are generally similar
to those found on the second site.

On an examination of a collection from all sites it was easy to
find features in common, and so to arrive at the hypothesis which
the title of this paper suggests. The characteristic feature shown
by the examples from all sites was a certain rough trimming
and the removal of wide, stumpy flakes. These flakes (or more
frequently the hollows vacated by them) were quite remarkable
when once noted, because they thus differed from most other flint
cultures, in which, as is well known, the object seems to have been
to get long and narrow flakes and not wide and short ones.

* This variety of flint is very difficult to patinate.
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One of the more shapely and regular characteristic examples
{one of a couple of dozen found) which will be called a " major
flake " (it is morphologically a core) may be described as follows :—
See diagrammatic Figure 65c.

A bulb flake (with flat striking platform-—Fig. 65, No. 1) from
which there have been removed, on the right and left, one, two,

PV Fig. 65.—Diagrammatic drawing of a "major flake" or core, to illustrate
the method of working described in text. A : Bulb face. B : Back of flake.
C : Section. 1 : Striking platform, with apex of cone. 2 : Major flake, bulb
face. 3 : First minor flakes, struck from major flake face (see section, arrows
" a." 4 : Second minor flakes, struck from ridge between two first minor flakes
or a hollow-face section, arrows " b.") Cortex unshaded. Scale as Fig. 67.

or more first minor flakes (Fig. 65, No. 3) by striking obliquely (Fig.
65, Arrows "A") on the bulb face (Fig. 65, No. 2), thus undercutting
the major flake, or core, and removing the cortex below. The major
flake was then turned over and from the ridge between two of the
first minor flake hollows there was struck off, on the right and
left hand side (Fig. 65, arrows "B") one (rarely two) second minor
flakes (Fig. 65, No. 4), thus producing wide stumpy flakes from the
major flake face, free from cortex and having a medial ridge on the
striking platform (See Fig. 66).
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Occasionally the second minor flakes have been struck from
the hollows of the first minor flakes; in these cases the former
possess flat, or slightly concave, striking platforms.

That briefly is the whole of the culture.
I take it that these second minor flakes were the objects sought

because they are the only flakes missing (or are very rare), whereas,
the major flakes (or cores), showing the hollows vacated by these
flakes, are abundant, as are also the rough first minor flakes, i

I suggest that the sites are places where gun flints were manu-
factured, and for this purpose the second minor flakes are well

Fig. 66.— Second minor flake from Site No. 1, Gun-flint dotted in outline.
A : Bulb face, showing bevelled striking platform. B : Flat face (part of
original major flake bulb face). C : Section.

adapted with a minimum of trimming. A reference to the diagram-
matic section (Fig. 65c.) will show that the mode of working here
detailed always produces on the second minor flake a striking
platform " en biseau," and this is to be found on gun flints. The
sides would require trimming and, at the same time undercutting
as dotted lines in Fig. 66a.

The old English gun flint was made from a bulb flake* and it is
only comparatively recently that ribbed flakes have been used.

The second minor flakes seem too small for strike-a-lights.
Mr. Reginald A. Smith, F.S.A., sends me an excellent suggestion.
It is that the material I have found is the debris from a place where

* S. B. J. Skertchly, " Manufacture of Gun Flints." Memoirs Geol. Survey,
1879. See Fig. 58, p. 63.
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chips were made for putting in the joints of flint masonry. Against
this suggestion it is urged that the sites are some distance from
any road, there are very few flint buildings in the neighbourhood,
and, moreover, it seems likely that the trimming and fitting of
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Fig. 67.—Regular major flakes. A : Flake face, shewing striking plajform,
Site No. II. B : Back of ditto. C : Flake face, shewing striking platform. Site
No. I. D : Back of ditto. For references see Fig. 65.

flints on the building site would produce sufficient flakes for filling
the joints, also why was so much trouble taken to produce flakes
free from cortex. Fig. 67 shows face and back views of two regular
major flakes from two different sites. In both cases the cortex
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remains on the back and all but a small portion of the bulb face
has been removed by the second minor flakes.

Against the gun flint theory it may be urged that such sites
should be widely distributed, and so noted long ago, but I am unable
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Fig. 68.—Somewhat irregular major flakes from Site No. I, A : Flake face
shewing striking platform on cortex. B : Back of ditto. C : Flake face, shewing
striking platform. D : Back of ditto. For references see Fig. 65.

to find anything published relating to similar finds. The second
minor flake here figured is smaller than that illustrated by Skertchly
as an old English gunflint, but not smaller than some kindly
sketched for me from Brighton Museum collection by Mr. H. S.
Toms.
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Fig. 68 shows two of the more irregular major flakes from the
first site. In A the striking platform is on the cortex of the
nodule, but in B the platform is a flake face as normally.

The irregular major flakes exhibit the same technique as the
regular ones, although the two former figured have produced rather
smaller second minor flakes than usual.

In all figures the cortex is unshaded.

SOME " FLAT-FACED " PAL/EOLITHS FROM
FARNHAM.

BY HENRY BURY, F.G.S.

Read at Norwich, March 12th, 1917.

In his chapter on the forms of implements from the River
Drift, Sir J. Evans * mentions certain specimens which, are " flat
on one face and convex on the other," and among these he recognises
one type with a thick butt (" shoe-shaped ") and another thinner
one, for which he proposes the term " flat-faced." As however,
the thick specimens are by no means always typically shoe-shaped,
and the one characteristic which binds the two groups together is
the comparative flatness of one face, there seems to be no sufficient
reason for limiting the term " flat-faced," and in the following
pages it is applied to the whole series, whether thick or thin.

When a number of these implements are brought together, it
is obvious that they belong to various periods, some being Acheulean,
some Chellean, and some possibly even earlier ; at any rate there
are some in my collection which have long attracted my attention
by their much patinated and altered surface, and their rudeness of
form—some indeed (but these are not included in this paper),
being so rude that their human origin might be called in question.
It was not however, until after the appearance of Mr. Reid Moir's
suggestive paper on " The Evolution of the Earliest Palaeoliths from
the Rostro-Carinate Implements,"* that I really tried to fit them
into the evolutional series, or realised the nature and difficulty
of the problems attending any assumption that these flat-faced
implements might be primitive forms.

Mr. Moir's hypothesis, briefly summed up, is that primitive man,
when fashioning an implement, started by producing two striking
surfaces—the dorsal and ventral planes of the rostro-carinate.
Then by flaking, he removed part of the former, and so produced
the keel, thereby giving the whole a triangular section as in
Fig. 69, in which A is the keel, and B, C the ventral plane.
At a later stage, further flaking removed the angles B and C,
and so gave rise to a rhomboidal section, such as we often find in
Chellean hand-axes, in which, as Mr. Moir believes, one edge is a




